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FOLLOWING IS THE TEXT OF A JOINT DECLARATION BY THE

GOVERNMENT, WORKERS' AND EMPLOYERS’ DELEGATIONS OF

CZECHOSLOVAKIA, GREECE, POLAND AND YUGOSLAVIA, AT

THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE CONFERENCE HELD IN U.S.A.

"1. "With feelings of indescribable sadness, we pay tribute to our tormented

peoples, to their unconquerable spirit, their courage and the magnitude of

their sacrifices. We proclaim the solidarity of our countries in the common

struggle for freedom.

”2. We protest before the civilised world against innumerable and unprecedented
atrocities being daily committed by the invaders and their satellites. For the

sole crime of remaining loyal to their country, thousands of men, women and

children are subjected to the tortures of concentration camps or are executed.

The invader respects neither the laws of God nor the rights of man. We do

particularly protest against the barbarous practice of taking hostages and

executing them.

We send our fraternal greeting to the other oppressed nations of Europe.
We encourage the spirit of resistance of the working masses through the adoption
of unity among all the enslaved peoples. We pay tribute to the great and valiant

peoples of the British Empire, of the Soviet Union and to the great American

nation. Our most sympathetic thoughts go also to the people of China.

"3. We solemnly assure our peoples that the struggle for their liberation

carried on jointly by the world’s great democracies shall be continued untiringly
until the day of victory.

"4. In pursuing this struggle, we count on the help and wholehearted support
of all free nations and above all of their organised working people. The duration

of the war depends very largely on the extent to which these nations and especially
their workers show a spirit of sacrifice.

"5. The countries of Central Europe and the Balkans reaffirm their profound
devotion to the democratic principle and express their solidarity with the great
democracies.

"6. We express the firm conviction that the peace that will follow victory will

bring our people throughout the world to the enjoyment of the four principles of

freedom defined in the Roosevelt-Churchill Declaration.

"We hope that the end of this war, which was forced upon us, will save a

hundred million inhabitants of Central Europe and the Balkans from their present

state of wretchedness by assuring them of the possibility of stable employment,

guaranteed by the reconstruction and the development of their industries, agriculture

and merchant marine, and that those peoples will be included in the sphere of

international exchange of goods and services.

"Special attention goes to the masses of peasant population and to their social

and economic standards because it is on those elements that peace and security in

that region depend. It is in this spirit of frank and friendly collaboration that

we conceive the part to be played by our countries in the reconstruction of a new

Europe enjoying stable peacewith freedom and prosperity."

SIGNED:

Czechoslovakian Delegation:

Government Delegates - Jan Masaryk, Minister Foreign Affairs,
Jaromir Necas, Minister for Reconstruction &

Public Works;

Employers' Delegate - Richard Morawetz

Workers' Delegate - Josef Kosina;

/Greek Delegation
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Greek Delegation:

Government Delegate - Aristide Dimitratos, Minister of Labour,

Agriculture & Co-operatives;

Employers’ Delegate - George Logothetis,
Workers’ Delegate - Dometrios Pappas, Executive of the National

Federation of the Workers

of Greece;

Polish Delegation:

Government Delegate - Jan Stanczyk, Minister of Labour & Social

Assistance

Employers’ Delegate - Alfred Falter

Workers’ Delegate - Feliks Gross, (authorised to sign for the

Workers’ Delegation);

Yugoslav Delegation:

Government Delegate - Savon Kosanovitch, Minister of State;

Employers’ Delegate - Bozo Banats;
Workers’ Delegate - Cesar Milos.
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